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The syntactic theory of LFG is largely based on the idea of multiple structural levels, with
distinct properties, related by correspondence relations. The c-structure-to-f-structure correspondence standardly called φ was a prominent feature of the original theoretical architecture
in Kaplan and Bresnan (1982), further developed in later presentations of the theory (Kaplan
(1995), Dalrymple (2001), Bresnan (2001)). But structural correspondences are not such a
prominent feature of ‘glue semantics’, the most developed approach to semantic composition
in LFG.1
In this paper I will show how to remove some obstacles to integrating glue into the correspondence architecture, most importantly by simplifying it to use purely propositional linear
logic rather than linear logic with (universal) quantifiers, and also by having a correspondence
running from the glue proofs to the f-structures, rather than in the usual surface-to-abstract
direction. Not only does this result in better support for proposals to connect the structure of
the glue-proofs to (the rest of) the syntactic structure, but it also permits both the ‘semantic
projection’ of standard glue and a level of ‘argument-structure’ developed in recent LFG to
be eliminated (the latter subsumed into certain aspects of the structure of the glue-proof),
leading to a substantial simplification of the framework.
1

The Role of Quantification in Glue

That most of glue is effectively propositional linear logic can be seen by looking at a simple
example such as the analysis of a sentence such as Bert likes Ernie. Given standard phrasestructure rules, together with the lexical entries of (1), which include meaning-constructors,
this sentence gets the f-structure (2):2
(1) a. Bert: N, (↑PRED) = ‘Bert’, Bert : ↑e
b. Ernie: N, (↑PRED) = ‘Ernie’, Bert : ↑e
c. likes: B, (↑PRED) = ‘Likes<(↑ SUBJ)(↑ OBJ)>,
Like : (↑ OBJ)e ( (↑ SUBJ)e ( ↑p
I would like to acknowledge an anonymous reviewer for thoughtful and interesting questions and observations, the late Robert K. Meyer for help with some issues concerning logic, Ash Asudeh and Miltiadis
Kokkonidis for discussion of various issues, and the students in my 2006 Syntactic Theory course at ANU,
whose questions about an earlier version of this material helped provide motivation and guidance for this
version. Needless to say, I am the one responsible for all errors and omissions.
1
It is however worth noting that glue semantics is no longer used as such in the PARGRAM project
grammars, having been replaced by f-structure rewriting (Crouch (2006), Crouch and King (2006)). But fstructure rewriting is clearly intended as a technology rather than as a theory, and it remains to be seen
whether this technological change embodies any theoretical ideas, and, if so, what they are.
2
We follow the convention of omitting rightmost parentheses with (, and use p rather than the more usual
t as the type symbol for propositions (e being for entities, as usual). The status of the types will be briefly
discussed at the end of subsection 3.3.
∗
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(2)



h
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SUBJ g: PRED ‘Bert’







f :PRED ‘Likes<(↑ SUBJ)(↑ OBJ)>
h
i


OBJ h: PRED ‘Ernie’
As a side-effect, the meaning-constructors of the lexical entries will have their ↑-arrows instantiated to f-structure labels like this, where e and p are semantic type subscripts indicating
‘entity’ and ‘proposition’, respectively:
(3)

Bert : he
Ernie : he
Like : he ( ge ( fp

These constructors can serve as assumptions for this labelled (natural deduction) proof-tree:3
(4) Like : he ( ge ( fp

Ernie : he

Like(Ernie) : ge ( fp

(E

Like(Ernie)(Bert) : fp

Bert : he

(E

The label on the final conclusion represents the desired meaning assembly for the sentence.
The atomic formulas of this deduction can be viewed in various ways. In the currently standard ‘new glue’ formulation (introduced in Dalrymple et al. (1999), and used in most recent
work), they are constants of various types, as indicated by the semantic type subscripts, in the
System F of Girard et al. (1989), which can be regarded as having second order quantification
over propositional variables.
Kokkonidis (2008) shows that a formally simpler system can be produced by treating the
semantic type symbols as 1-place predicates, which apply to the f-structure locations, which
are treated as individuals. Then the quantification that we will shortly be looking at becoming
ordinary first-order linear quantification.
But for the derivation above, and many others in glue, only the propositional inference
rules are used, so that the atomic formulas could be regarded simply as pairs consisting
of semantic type and f-structure location. The upgrade to some kind of quantified linear logic
only becomes motivated when we consider quantifier scope.
It was a driving insight of the glue approach that the principles governing linear logic deduction would guarantee correct scopings of complicated combinations of NL quantifiers, where
many other approaches produce wrong results (Dalrymple et al., 1997). The effect is that a
meaning-constructor such as (5) below for everybody will work (given in fully explicit firstorder format here, although we will later revert to the conventional format with semantic
type subscripts), even though it doesn’t explicitly state any restriction on scope, which is
represented by the variable H, bound by a linear universal quantifier:
(5) λP.Every(z, Person(z), P (z)) : ∀H((e(↑) ( p(H)) ( p(H))
In a glue derivation, the variable H can instantiated to any existing f-structure label by the
rule or (linear) Universal Instantiation, thereby allowing multiple scopes in examples such as:
3
Using the proof-rules of Asudeh (2005b). The labels are supposed to be terms in a typed lambda-calculus;
I will normally omit the type information from the meanings.
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(6) Everybody seems to sleep
But it is possible to eliminate this quantification, by in essence shifting its function to the
instantiation component of LFG. In fact this has already been done, implicitly by Fry (1999),
and explicitly by Lev (2007), but without discussion of the general significance of this move.
Consider first the issue of formulation. For (6), the f-structure would be as in (a) below, the
instantiated constructors (following Asudeh (2005a)) as in (b):


h
i
g: PRED ‘Everybody’




‘Seem< h >’
PRED





h
i
f :



SUBJ g:

XCOMP h:
PRED ‘Sleep< g >’

(7) a.

SUBJ

b. Everybody : ∀H((e(g) ( p(H)) ( p(H))
Seem : p(h) ( p(f )
Sleep : e(g) ( p(h)
In the glue-proof, as discussed in greater detail by Asudeh, a Universal Instantiation step
can instantiate H to either f or h, leading to two possible (normal) proofs representing the
two quantifier scopings. As mentioned above, in more complicated examples, the constraints
on the structure of proofs will block proofs that would otherwise representing meaningless
readings.
But suppose that instead of a quantifier-bound variable in the uninstantiated meaningconstructor for everybody, we just had a ‘local name’ (Dalrymple, 2001, pp. 146-148):
(8) Everybody : (e(↑) ( p(%H)) ( p(%H)
The desired effect is that %H be able to be instantiated to any possible scope for the
quantifier, but we don’t quite have this, since, by the notion of ‘minimal solution’ to an
f-description in LFG, %H would not in fact get identified with anything in the f-structure,
for the reason that one aspect of a minimal solution is that it doesn’t make any identifications
of substructure beyond what is required to satisfy the f-description.
But we can fix this problem by adding an additional specification to the lexical entry, which
will use an inside-out-functional-uncertainty (iofu) equation (Dalrymple, 2001, pp. 143-146) to
identify %H with some containing f-structure (this is really just yet another way to implement
Cooper Storage):
(9) Everybody:N, (↑PRED) = ‘Everybody’, (GF∗ ↑) = %H,
Everybody : (e(↑) ( p(%H)) ( p(%H)
A possible worry is that there might be some possible scope not accessible by a simple iofu
path, but in the glue analyses that have so far been proposed, this does not appear to happen.
To give the idea some empirical bite, one would also want to see the iofu paths used to impose
some constraints, but we won’t attempt this here.
Therefore, by replacing linear quantification with LFG instantiation, we can make the glue
derivations strictly propositional. This is certainly a mathematical simplification, but what
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kinds of effects does it have? Dramatic and immediate empirical ones would seem unlikely,
because as long as there is only universal quantification in glue, which appears to be sustainable, all possible arrangements of the quantifiers are logically equivalent to prenex position
(Kokkonidis 2008, pg 53), and so can be omitted, yielding the same effective expressive power
as the present proposal.
Theoretically, however, one potentially interesting consequence is that propositional glue is
actually an instance of a kind of logical system which has been under investigation for a
considerably longer time than linear logic. If we avoid the use of the tensors, we get a system
called BCI, which goes back at least to the work of Carew Meredith in the 1950s (Prior,
1963, p. 316), and is still an active research subject today. Adding tensors doesn’t essentially
change this, rather we get what might be called ‘BCI with fusion’.4 One aspect of these
consequences is that glue proofs can be viewed as arrows in a Symmetric Monoidal Closed
Category, another extensively investigated kind of structure. Whether anything of genuine
linguistic interest can gotten from these connections remains to be seen, but I think it is
in general good for linguistics to be able to relate to as much pre-existing mathematics as
possible.
Another is that the relationship between the glue proof and the resulting meanings is simplified: in standard glue, the meaning-terms elide without comment the UI steps whereby the
quantifiers are removed, but if there are no such steps, this minor discrepancy between the
proof and semantic structure does not arise.
But the consequence we’ll be primarily concerned with in the sequel is that getting rid of the
quantifiers makes it possible to integrate glue directly and completely into the correspondence
architecture of LFG, with the semantic assemblies looking and acting like a normal level of
linguistic representation, with one simple difference. However we must also make sure that
this somewhat subtle formal change doesn’t produce any bad empirical consequences (good
ones would of course be fine). In the next section, we’ll work through the integration of glue
with the rest of the grammatical structure, and in the one after, we will look into some areas
where problems might arise.
2

Glue by Correspondence

Glue is standardly presented by means of labelled deductions, originally in the Gentzen
Sequent calculus, more often, recently in tree-style Natural Deduction. But it is a consequence
of the Curry-Howard Isomorphism (CHI) that for the ND format at least, the labels are
almost unnecessary, because the structure of proofs becomes largely the same as the structure
of the lambda-terms that appear as labels on the proofs, to represent the ‘logical forms’
that sentences are supposed to receive (thinking of a logical form as a representation that’s
intended to be a good input to detection of semantically-based properties and relations such as
entailment and contradiction). Universal Instantiation creates a slight problem with this, since
it doesn’t correspond to anything normally found in logical forms (the proof-term builders
that it produces in for example the presentation of System F in Girard et al. (1989) are simply
elided in the labelled deduction formats used in glue, with no discussion in the literature that
I am aware of).
But when we get rid of the Universal Instantiation steps, this minor discrepancy is eliminated,
and we can say that glue proofs are a (kind of) logical form, exactly. This is formally an
immediate consequence of the CHI, but can be made more visually concrete, and homogenous
with other aspects of linguistics, by borrowing some ideas from the proof-net literature. Proof4

A name for the multiplicative version of conjunction often employed in Relevant Logic.
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nets are a mainstay of the Type-Logical Grammar literature (e.g. (Moot (2002), Morrill
(2005)), and have been occasionally invoked in LFG (Fry (1999), Andrews (2007a)), but not
extensively utilized.
What they provide is a format for building proofs out of pre-assembled pieces, essentially
identical in form to glue meaning-constructors, which can be assembled into full proofs by
following relatively simple rules. Furthermore, although the usual proof-net format doesn’t
look like a standard logical form, it can be converted into a more conventional format by
some fairly simple transformations, which furthermore support an intuitively easy version of
an essential constraint on proof-nets, the ‘Correctness Criterion’.
In the first subsection, we’ll discuss the standard proof-net format and the technique for
converting this into what we’ll call the ‘prefab’ format, which provides a familiar looking
representation of pieces of proofs/lambda terms. This section might be skipped, especially on
a first reading, by readers without some familiarity with proof-nets. Then in the second subsection, we’ll show how to construct the prefab format directly from the meaning-constructors,
and in the third, show how the prefabs are to be assembled.
2.1. From Proof-nets to Prefabs
In a proof-net, the premises and conclusion5 of an argument are represented as tree-structures,
whose nodes are labelled with formulas, and a proof is represented as a pairing of the
leaves of the trees (labelled with atomic formulas) that satisfies certain constraints. Many
of the presentations in the literature are rather difficult to decipher, due to arcane labeling
conventions derived from the origins of proof-nets in the one-sided sequent calculus, but one
can eventually work out that the structure of these trees is essentially that of Montagovian
types. The root of a tree is labelled with the entire type, the branches with the subformulas,
and the leaves with atomic formulas.
Glue proofs are subject to the Intuitionistic restriction that there be only one conclusion, and
obey the further restriction that this be of type fp , where f is the f-structure label of the entire
f-structure (at least if we’re parsing a declarative sentence). For purely implicational linear
logic, this permits the tree-nodes to be labelled with implications rather than the ‘tensor’
‘par’ and negation symbols originally used (see e.g. Moot (2002) or de Groote (1999) for the
details). Pars can be made to disappear entirely, while tensors might still be needed for the
analysis of anaphora, as discussed below.
An important feature of intuitionistic proof-nets labelled with implicational formulas is ‘polarity’, originated by Jaśkowski (1963). The premises of a proof-net are assigned negative
polarity, the conclusion(s) positive, and polarity propagates through the tree according to
the following rules:
(10) a. The polarity of the consequent of an implication is the same as that of the implication,
that of the antecedent the opposite
b. The polarity of the components of a tensor is the same as that of the whole tensor
The polarities seem unnatural from the point of view of compositional semantics, and are
sometimes reversed in the LFG literature, but it’s probably best to go with the logical
tradition here.
5

Or conclusions, for non-Intuitionistic proof-nets.
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Logicians write the component trees of proof-nets root-down, but for linguists, it’s probably
more natural to write them root-up. The roots are also labelled with the meaning-side of
the constructor, which we’ll call the ‘semantic label’. We illustrate with these instantiated
constructors for the sentence everybody doesn’t sleep:
(11) Everybody : ge ( fp ( fp
Not : fp ( fp
Sleep : ge ( fp
The standard proof-net format for these will then be:
(12)

ge −

fp +

ge ( fp +

fp −

(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody

fp +

fp −

fp ( fp −
Not

ge +

fp −

ge ( fp −
Sleep

Ambiguity will in this case be produced by the existence of multiple ways of connecting the
atomic formulas, rather than alternative instantiations of local names.
To finish the set-up for a glue-proof, we add one additional premise of positive polarity,
labelled with semantic type p, and the label of the entire f-structure. This represents the kind
of conclusion we want our proof to produce. It has no meaning-label, since the meaning is
supposed to be provided by the assembled net.
Next, rather surprisingly, if there is a proof of the conclusion from the premises, it can be
expressed as a way of linking the (atomically labelled) leaves with ‘axiom links’6 that satisfies
the following constraints:
(13) a. The leaves are linked in non-overlapping pairs
b. where the members of each pair are of the same semantic type and have the same
f-structure label
c. but opposite polarity
d. subject to the Correctness Criterion (to come)
The links can be regarded as inherently undirected, but it will be intuitively helpful to regard
them as directed from negative to positive.
There are two possible linkages of (12) that satisfy (13) as well as the Correctness Criterion:
(14) a.
ge −

fp +

ge ( fp +

fp −

(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody
6

fp +

fp −

fp ( fp −
Not

ge +

fp −

ge ( fp −
Sleep

fp +

So-called because they represent instances of the identity axiom in the one-sided sequent calculus.
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b.
ge −

fp +

ge ( fp +

fp +

fp −

(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody

fp −

fp ( fp −
Not

ge +

fp −

ge ( fp −
Sleep

fp +

There’s also a third, which violates the Correctness Criterion, and so represents neither a
proof nor a sensible reading.
It isn’t intuitively obvious that these things represent either proofs or readings, but that they
represent proofs is a standard result in the linear logic literature, and conventional-looking
lambda-calculus terms for the two readings can be extracted from them by proof-net reading
methods such as those of de Groote and Retoré (1996), Perrier (1999), and other sources.
But there’s an easier way for linguists at least to look at this, which is to reorganize the
trees into what, thanks to the CHI, can be regarded as being either pre-assembled pieces of
natural deduction proofs, or pre-assembled pieces of lambda-terms. One way of looking at
this reorganization is as the relationship between a Montagovian type, and the shape of the
kind of typed lambda-calculus structure that something of that type would fit into. So for
example, an expression of type a→b designates a function that applies to something of type
a to produce something of type b. The relationship between the type-tree and the associated
expression-tree for an implication/function can be represented as follows:

(15)

expression

type
a+

b

b−

a→b−

a→b

a

For lambda-abstractions, things are a bit more complicated due to the possibly long-distance
binding-like relationship; we’ll look at that shortly,
This tree-reorganization turns out to be closely related to a concept of proof-net theory,
the ‘dynamic graph’ of de Groote (1999), a minor variant of the ‘essential net’ of Lamarche
(1994).7 This is a directed graph consisting of the axiom-links, oriented from negative to
positive as we have depicted them, together with, for each implicational subtree, the links
shown as thick arrows on the right below, where on the left appear positive and negative
polarity implications in the usual form used in proof-nets (modulo being upside-down), and
on the right, the corresponding dynamic graph links:

7
But the deGroote paper is much more accessible; indeed, I have made very little progress in comprehending
the contents of the Lamarche paper.
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(16) premise subtree
a+

dynamic graph

b−

a ( b−
a−

b+

(a ( b)+

a+

b−

a ( b−
a−

b+

a ( b+

The dynamic graph was conceived of as something built on the basis of an entire proof-net,
but it can also be constructed for individual premise-trees, that is, glue-sides of meaningconstructors.
Looking at the dynamic graph for a negative implication, it is evident that it is just like an
expression tree, with the dynamic graph arrows going from the daughters to the mother. In
the case of the positive implication, which represents a lambda-abstraction, things are a bit
different: the arrow represents a link from the formula-component of the lambda-abstraction
to the whole, with, in the dynamic graph, no representation of the link to the variable, which
is represented by the consequent of the (positive) implication. To represent this, we’ll need
to retain the link from the implication to its antecedent in our derived representation; this
will be represented below as a curved, dotted arrow.
The so-transformed constructors, which I will call ‘prefabs’ (on the basis that their processing
from the type-like format is done prior to assembly), now represent pieces of conventional
lambda-terms, which can be assembled by the usual proof-net rules into something that looks
much more like a standard logical form than standard proof-nets.
As an exercise, one could work out what the transformed versions of the constructors for
Ernie, sleeps, not and everybody would be; these will be given immediately below in the next
section, where we show how to construct the transformed versions of the constructors directly
from the meaning-constructors.
2.2. Prefabs from Constructors
We can construct our prefab proof-net format directly from the meaning-constructors, by a
bottom-up method. One decision is whether to put the implication/function as the right or
the left daughter; left seems more natural in the light of standard logical notation, but right
makes the assembled structures less awkward to depict, so that’s the convention we follow
here.
So our method is as follows:
(17) a. Starting with a meaning-constructor, create a node with the meaning-side as ‘semantic’ label, glue-side as ‘structural label’, and give it negative polarity (for the benefit
of readers who skipped the previous section. this is a property of a node that is to
have values of − and +).
b. If the structural label of a node is an atomic formula, the construction from that node
is finished.
c. If a negative polarity node has an implication as its structural label, construct as
its mother a new negative polarity node whose structural label is the consequent of
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that implication, and as left-daughter of this new node a new positive polarity node
whose structural label is the antecedent of that implication (leaving the starter node
as right-daughter). Then apply whichever of (b,c,d) is appropriate to the new nodes.
d. If a positive polarity node has an implication as its structural label, construct a
negative ‘left pseudo-daughter’ labelled with the antecedent (representing the pseudodaughter relation with a curved, dotted arrow), and a right daughter labelled with
the consequent. Then apply whichever of (b,c,d) is appropriate to the new nodes.
Some simple results of (a-c) are:
(18) a.

ge −
Ernie

b.

fp −
ge +

ge ( fp −
Sleep

c.

fp −
ge +

ge ( gp −
he +

he ( ge ( fp −
Like

(a) sets up the starter node with (17a), then stops because it’s finished. (b), after the starter,
has one application of (17c) to set up the mother and left-daughter, then stops because both
of these new nodes are finished. (c) follows the starter with two successive applications of
(17c) before it is finished.
Rule (d) gets to apply with the meaning-constructor for quantifiers. A notational point is
because the structural label of a positive implication is trivial to read off from that of
its daughters, and such an implication functions as a lambda-binder, it is convenient and
suggestive just to write it as λ, so for Everybody we get:
(19)

fp −
λ
ge −

gp +

(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody

The solid lines represent the dynamic graph links from the previous subsection, with assumed upward orientation, while the dotted line to the left pseudo-daughter represents the
conventional proof-net link from a positive implication to its (negative) antecedent.
It is obvious that there is a great deal of redundancy in these representations, since everything
is predictable from the labeling and polarity of the rightmost leaf, but this redundant detail is
nevertheless useful for understanding the rules for assembly, to which we now turn. They are
of course the same as in the previous subsection, but the new format allows them to produce
things that look more like conventional logical forms, and, more importantly, the Correctness
Criterion. which we have until now avoided formulating, gets a very intuitive interpretation.
The technique for assembly is to run ‘axiom links’, which we will now represent as dashed
arrows, between the atom-labelled nodes according to the rules of (20) below, which are
essentially the same of (13), but reformulated to fit the present circumstances. We also
provide, as before, a single positive node with label fp , where f is the f-structure label
of the entire f-structure being interpreted:
(20) a. The nodes with atomic formula labels are linked in non-overlapping pairs
b. where the members of each pair are of the same semantic type and have the same
f-structure label
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c. but opposite polarity
d. subject to the Correctness Criterion (to come).
A pleasant consequence of our rearrangement is that the negative nodes can often be put
more or less under the positives they are to be plugged into, creating a fairly ordinary-looking
tree-structure. The assembly for Ernie sleeps would for example be:
fp +

(21)

fp −
ge +

ge ( fp −
Sleep

ge −
Ernie

If we ‘fuse’ the axiom-linked nodes and erase the polarities, we get a completely banal syntax
tree for a logical form with the predicate in final position:
(22)

fp
ge ( fp
Sleep

ge
Ernie

The topography is a bit more complex for quantifiers. Here the left pseudo-daughter is
negative, so it needs to plug into a positive. A reasonable arrangement for Everybody sleeps
would be:
fp +

(23)

fp −
λ

(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody

fp +

ge −

fp −
ge +

ge ( fp −
Sleep

Shortly below we’ll see an example with a negative operator coming in between the quantifier
and predicate of which the ‘bound variable’ position/left pseudo-daughter is argument.
We’re finally ready to formulate the Correctness Criterion. It is needed, because in (23), there
is an alternative way of setting up the axiom links that satisfies the rules so far (which is
probably a bit easier to see in the standard proof-net format), but produces neither a valid
proof nor a sensible meaning-assembly:
fp +

(24)

fp −
ge +
ge −

ge ( fp −
Sleep

fp −
λ
fp +

(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody
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The Correctness Criterion for proof-nets has a large number of different-looking but equivalent
formulations; see Moot (2002) for a discussion of some of them. The one given here follows
from the algebraic criterion of de Groote (1999), and characterizes what’s wrong with (24)
essentially in terms of what appears to be wrong with it visually, which is that something
with the function of a variable is being bound by something that doesn’t have scope over it.
To formulate the criterion, we’ll first restate the definition of the dynamic graph:
(25) The dynamic graph consists of the tree nodes together with the axiom-links (dashed
lines), oriented from negative to positive, and links from negative implications to their
(mother) consequents, and from the antecedents of the negative implications to their
consequents (the solid lines, oriented upwards).
We now formulate the criterion:
(26) Correctness Criterion: The dynamic graph must be (a) rooted and acyclic, and (b)
every path to the root that starts at the target of a dotted (pseudo left-daughter) link
must pass through the source of that link.
(23) clearly satisfies (26), while (24) clearly doesn’t, on two counts, absence of a root, and
the existence of a path that starts at the target of a dotted link but doesn’t pass through its
source.
Condition (a) of the criterion is formulated a bit more generally than it has to be for gluestructures containing only implication; for these, it would suffice and be more intuitive to just
say that the dynamic graph must form a tree (which would constitute a reasonable parsetree for a formula). The formulation given covers the more complex case when tensors are
included; we discuss this later. Condition (b) amounts to the requirement that variables be
properly bound.
Now, given the obvious meaning-constructor for the negative, we can re-present the two
assemblies for everybody doesn’t sleep, given above in (14) in conventional proof-net format
like this, where we’ve omitted the top positive node, leaving the top negative unpaired:
(27) a.

fp −
(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody

λ
fp +

ge −

fp −
fp +
fp −
ge +

ge ( fp −
Sleep

fp ( fp
Not
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b.

fp −
fp +

fp −
Not

fp −
λ
fp +

ge −

(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody

fp −
ge +

ge ( fp −
Sleep

As before, we can get conventional-looking logical forms by fusing axiom-linked nodes.
We now have a propositional glue system for the core fragment of Dalrymple et al. (1999)
which supports a system of assembly based on representations of a form that is reasonably
familiar to linguists, and able to be assembled by fairly simple rules. It might seem that all
we have done is taken a substantial trek through proof-nets in order to rediscover natural
deduction, as in fact first noded by Perrier (1999), and in a sense we have done that, but this
isn’t quite all, because proof-nets are a very limited format for proofs; for example there does
not yet appear to be any generally accepted way of using proof-nets for classical logic, and
even the the additives and units in ‘non-rudimentary’ linear logic cause substantial problems
for proof-nets.
So we have found a version of natural deduction trees sufficient for quite a lot of semantic
composition inside a more restrictive system, and, furthermore, shown that it is really a rather
ordinary-looking format for grammatical representation. Note, for example, that aside from
the ‘modification’ construction (which we would have to render as types of the form a→a),
our prefabs and assembly rules are consistent with the proposals for ‘Conceptual Structure’
in Jackendoff (2002) and Culicover and Jackendoff (2005), but using worked out mathematics
to suppress bizarre possibilities for assembling them.
The relationship between natural deduction and proof-nets becomes looser when tensors
are added, but before going on to this, we will reconsider the nature of the relationship
between the glue assemblies and f-structure, and identify the respect in which the proposed
architecture differs significantly from many others.
2.3. Reversing σ
The connection between the glue-structure and the f-structure has been represented by the fstructure labels in the atomic formulas of the meaning-constructors. But the choice of labels
is an arbitrary feature of the representation that we would want to eliminate at least on
a conceptual level. This is in fact rather easy to do, using the ideas of Kaplan’s (1995)
correspondence-architecture, if we think of the f-structure labels as representations of a
‘semantic projection’  that is essentially Kaplan’s σ with its directionality reversed (σ −1 .
That is, rather than going from f-structures to their logical forms, it goes from certain nodes
in the logical forms, specifically, the atomic nodes, to the f-structures.
The conceptual advantage of this is that  can then be a function, whereas tradiditional σ
cannot be, due to the compression of structural layers that seems to be a basic characteristic
of the relation between overt syntax and meaning, directly reflected in the LFG architecture.
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On this conception, the f-structure and glue logical form of the wide-scope reading of everybody
doesn’t sleep can be represented as:
(28)

fp −
λ
fp +


(ge ( fp ) ( fp −
Everybody

fp −






fp +
fp −



ge +

ge −

h
i
SUBJ g: PRED ‘Everybody’



f :
NEG
POL

PRED ‘Sleep< g >’

fp ( fp
Not

ge ( fp −
Sleep

All of the different glue-nodes labelled fp (three layers, if we fuse along the axiom-links)
correspond to the single f-structure f . The other standard types of modification, discussed
in Dalrymple (2001, ch. 11), show the same kind of many-to-one -correspondence.
A useful consequence of using a functional  rather than σ appears when we consider the
nature of the constraints on assembly. The requirement that the f-structure labels match
simply becomes the requirement that the axiom-linked nodes share the same -value. The value specification can be naturally seem as a basic property of the atomic subformulas. There
is also the semantic type, which would be naturally viewed as a basic property of the meaningside, propagating through the prefab or type tree of a constructor via type-assignment rules.
The agreement in semantic type could be seen as a kind of semantic filtering. But we will
note at the end of section 3.3 that there is a prospect for eliminating the semantic types.
We have now constructed a version of glue-semantics that is significantly cleaner and simpler
than previous ones, and is more conformant with the correspondence-based nature of the LFG
architecture. It will clearly produce the same results in implicational analyses not involving
anaphora, but there are a number of more complex situations which we need to check over,
to make sure that they don’t produce problems. This is the task of the next section.
3

Some Possible Issues

The three things I will discuss here are intensional verbs, tensors and anaphora, and the
potential for re-introducing the standard glue ‘semantic projection’, which we have providionally discarded. In principle there might be other problems, but these are the ones that
seem to emerge from the current literature.
3.1. Intensional Verbs
So far, all of our meaning-constructors have been of ‘antecedent depth’ not greater than 2,
meaning that, when rule (17d) applies, the antecedent of the positive implication it applies
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to is atomic (that is, no lambda-binding of 2nd order variables). Most meaning-constructors
that have appeared in actual analyses seem to have this property, but there is at least one
interesting and important exception, the rendition into glue by Dalrymple et al. (1997) of
Montague’s analysis of intensional verbs such as seek.
Here the idea is to capture the apparent scope ambiguity of examples such as John seeks somebody/a unicorn by having the object position associated with the semantic type (e→p)→p).
The easiest way to render this in propositional glue is assign to seek a meaning-constructor
like this:
(29) Seek : (((↑ OBJ)e ( (↑ OBJ)p ) ( (↑ OBJ)p ) ( (↑ SUBJ)e ( ↑p
Note in particular, that unlike in previous versions, there is no linear quantifier or corresponding functional uncertainty, because this is unnecessary and produces unwanted multiple
analyses.
Given (29), the constructors for a quantified NP such as a unicorn will then be able to
instantiate their local name %H to either the f-structure of the object or to some higher
structure, and the derivation will then go through smoothly, as in the standard treatment.
A final thing that might be useful is to look at the diagrams for a 2nd-order argument such
as (he ( hp ) ( hp . This will be a positive implication, so it should expand to this:
λ+

(30)

he ( hp −

hp +

But the left-pseudo daughter is a negative implication, so it expands like this:
λ+

(31)
hp −
he +

hp +

he ( hp −

Which fits together properly with the other structures, even though it doesn’t look like a
tree, as the ones we saw earlier do. Note that the Correctness Criterion will require the node
labelled h−
p to axiom-link to something from which the dynamic path will pass through the
node labelled h+
p . Sometimes it might be helpful to write in such path-requirements as yet
another kind of link, but this would also increase visual clutter, and they are reasonably
obvious from the geometry.
We have now shown how the standard glue analysis of intensional verbs works in propositional
glue. Before moving on, however, it is perhaps worth noting that this analysis is not beyond
question (e.g. (Deal, 2007)). If it can be eliminated, then presently investigated meaningconstructors will not have ‘antecedent depth’ greater than 2, something from which interesting
proof-theoretic consequences can follow (Tatsuta, 1993), although not necessarily any that
are useful for linguistics.
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3.2. Tensors and Anaphora
The history of the use of tensors in glue has been a bit tangled. In the original ‘old glue’
formulation, they were the technique normally used to feed multiple arguments to transitive
verbs, but in the ‘new glue’ format of Dalrymple et al. (1999), currying was adopted for
this purpose, and tensors were excluded from the ‘core fragment’. Tensors for arguments will
be discussed briefly below. Asudeh (2004) provides an extensive discussion of various other
possible use of tensors in glue analyses, but the only one that seems to have been substantially
developed is for treating bound anaphora. There have however been a fair range of alternatives
to this proposed in glue.8
In spite of its competitors, the tensor analysis is relatively simple, used in analyses of further
phenomena such as resumptive and copy pronouns (Asudeh (2004), Asudeh (2005b), Asudeh
and Toivonen (2009)), and has some resemblance to analyses that have been proposed in
Type-Logical Grammar (Jäger, 2005),9 so propositional/correspondence-based glue probably
ought to be able to support it.
Before beginning, it might be useful to discuss in general terms what a tensor is. Speaking
roughly, it’s a way of combining two objects so that they can function with some degree of
individual autonomy in a composite, but not necessarily in such a way that either can be
discarded (if both discard and copying are possible, the tensor is a ‘product’). The essential
idea is perhaps best conveyed by the natural deduction rules for tensor introduction and
elimination:
(32)
A

B

A⊗B

⊗I

A⊗B
C

[A]i [B]j
·
·
·
C
⊗E i,j

The introduction rule expresses the idea of combining two objects into a composite, while
the elimination rule says that the composite can do the same job in combinations as the
components it was built from.
But nothing in these rules licenses the discard of a component from a combination, as is the
case for the standard elimination rules for logical conjunction:
(33) A ∧ B
A

∧E

A∧B
B

∧E

(However, if the (tree-style natural deduction equivalents of the) ‘structural rules’ of Weakening and Contraction are available, then the effect of discard can still be achieved with
tensors.)
The rules of (32), in conjunction with ‘commuting conversions’ for identifying proofs (usefully
reviewed in Benton et al. (1992, 1993) and Mackie et al. (1993)), turn out to characterize
8

Which include an implication-only formulation in Lev (2007), which he adopts for reciprocals, but not,
ultimately, for bound anaphora, where he follows Kokkonidis (2005) in proposing a DRT-based account. Other
proposals resembling DRT include Crouch and van Genabith (1999) and Dalrymple (2001), although these
also involve some substantial innovations to the glue framework itself.
9
Jaeger’s ‘restricted contraction’ can be regarded in the glue framework as ‘notational sugar’ for tensors,
obeying the restriction that on the meaning-side, the meaning of the input must be returned unaltered to its
original position (I’m indebted to Ash Asudeh for some discussion of Jaeger’s approach).
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the basic principles of monoidal categories (Troelstra, 1992), which describe some useful
properties of certain ways of combining algebraic systems that are called ‘tensor products’,
whence the name and the ⊗ symbol.10
Returning to bound pronouns, the first point is that they have antecedents, which are treated
in LFG as values of an ANT(ECEDENT) relation, as described in Dalrymple (1993). Then,
their meaning constructor ‘takes’ content from the antecedent position, and uses tensoring to
both put content (back) there, and in the position of the pronoun. The meaning-constructor
for an anaphoric pronoun therefore looks like this (assuming conventionally that ⊗ binds
tighter than ():
(34) λx.[x, x] : (↑ ANT)e ( (↑ ANT)e ⊗ ↑e
An important aspect of this constructor is that from the point of glue, all that’s going on
is that the constructor is consuming something in the antecedent position, and depositing
something both there and in the pronoun position; that these things are actually copies is
strictly internal to the meaning-side, which the glue analysis per se doesn’t known anything
about (exponential-free linear logic can’t make copies).
The tensor rules can be used to construct the following proof for Ernie washed himself,
where we’ve made various abbreviations to fit it onto the page, and also included a termassignment for the ⊗-elimination rule which is different from the one used by Asudeh, which
will be discussed shortly:
(35)

W : he ( ge ( fp
λx.[x, x] : ge ( ge ⊗ he

E : ge

λx.[x, x](E) : ge ⊗ he

[y : he ]i

W(y) : ge ( fp
W(y)(z) : fp

W(π 1 (λx.[x, x](E)))(π 2 (λx.[x, x](E))) : fp

[z : ge ]j
⊗E i,j

The right subtree of this proof represents the fact that we can apply the transitive verb
W(ash) to two arbitrary things in object and subject position to get something of type fp ,
while the left subtree represents the fact that the pronoun himself takes something from
subject position (its antecedent) and deposits something both there and in object position,
using tensoring to represent the placement of content in two different places.
Then the final ⊗E step says that the combined placement on the left can be identified with the
arbitrarily assumed objects on the right, delivering an OK proposition. An obvious question
is why we didn’t β-reduce λx.[x, x](Ernie) on the left as soon as we got it, and the answer
is that this would be a misleading thing to do within a linear logic proof, since linear logic
can’t make the required copies. A more linearly honest representation would be to have the
meaning-side of the reflexive pronoun be merely an opaque constant such as Refl.
And so we come the proof-term of the final step. The term-assignment we’re using is:
(36)

10

[x : A]i [y : B]j
·
·
·
z :A⊗B
f :C
⊗E i,j
1
2
[π (z)/x, π (z)/y]f : C

People intrigued by such things might enjoy looking at Baez and Stay (2011).
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This says that if you can make f using x and y, and z is a tensor, and the types (formulas)
match up, then you can use z instead of x and y individually to make a variant of f with
π 1 (z) (the left projection of z) substituted for x, and π 2 (z) substituted for y, in f .
The glue literature on the other hand instead follows most of the linear logic literature in using
the proof-term let z be x × y in f . This appears to differ from the projection-based term
in a number of respects. One is that it discriminates proofs that the projection-based terms
identify. For example, for a sentence such as Bert doesn’t wash himself, we get two proofs which
will have different terms using let, but the same with projections, due to the substitutions
being able to insert things underneath the negative operators. But this is not actually a
significant difference, since the distinct let-based proof terms wind up being equated by the
usual commuting conversions mentioned above (I haven’t seen this proved in the literature,
but it is possible to slog through it).
A more substantive difference is that the let-based terms support a simple definition of linear
lambda-term, wherein there is exactly one occurrence of the variable bound by a lambda
within its scope. Orthographically, this doesn’t work for the projection based terms, due
to the copies appearing under π 1 and π 2 . Presumably this could be addressed with a more
complicated definition, but I’m not aware of anybody having worked through the details
(perhaps something could be based on the left and right square roots used by de Groote
(1999) in his algebraic correctness criterion).
A third difference, which might be the reason that the Type Logical Grammarians often use
the projections, is that they map smoothly onto proof-nets, which the let-based terms do
not. We can see this by looking at the proof-net for a negative sentence, but it will save a
bit of exposition to do it in the prefab format from the outset, so we need to know how to
represent tensors that way.
The underlying fact is that in a negative tensor, the dynamic graph links go from the tensor to
its components, but in a positive, the reverse direction. This means that in the prefab format,
positive tensors should be represented as trees with the tensor at the top. This provides an
alternative and occasionally used representation for multiplace predicates. For example if the
meaning-constructor for like was formulated like this:
(37) Like : (↑ SUBJ)e ⊗ (↑ OBJ) ( ↑p
then an assembly for Bert likes Ernie would look like this:
(38)

fp −
ge ⊗ he +
ge +

he +

ge −
Bert

he −
Ernie

ge ⊗ he ( fp −
Like

In terms of their combinatorial possibilities with other constructors, such positive tensorbased structures are identical in effect to the ‘curried’ representations that are currently
the norm in glue. One possible motivation for the curried representations might be that
they provide a natural interpretation of Marantz’s (1984) arguments concerning ‘order of
application’ of arguments in terms of relative tightness of structural bonding (construed as
literal temporal ordering, the notion of ordering of application of arguments does not seem
very plausible). Another might lie in the fact that the curried representations provide a
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natural representation of the hierarchical argument-structures proposed by Alsina (1996),
and others, as discussed by Andrews (2007b),11 which have motivations from a variety of
earlier work, such as the semantic role hierarchy of Jackendoff (1972). On the other hand,
one could certainly envision a variant of glue in which no claims whatsoever were made
concerning hierarchical relations between the arguments.
For negative polarity tensors, the only developed example is the analysis of anaphora. In
the prefab notation, the most natural representation would be an upward-oriented (root-atbottom) tree, but given the limited use of the structure, it doesn’t seem worth working out
how to typeset such trees, so just labeling nodes with things like ‘he ⊗ ge− ’ seems adequate.
Then, by the rules for axiom-linking, we can run an axiom link from each atomic component
of a negative tensor to some matching positive, giving a result like this:
(39)

fp −
ge +

ge ( fp −
he +

he ( ge ( fp −
Washed

g e ⊗ he −
ge +
ge −
Ernie

ge ( ge ⊗ he −
Himself

Now it should be clear that if we embed the main predication of (39) under a negative or
any other kind of operator that doesn’t introduce any additional appropriate positive atomic
nodes, it will make no difference to the possibilities for hooking up the components of the
negative tensor.
And the proof-net of (39) is a natural representation of the proof-term of (35), and vice-versa.
One can regard the projection notation as a linearization of proof-nets involving negative
tensors, where π 1 gives the ‘view’ of the tensor from its left component, π 2 from its right.
This can be easily used to extend Perrier’s (1999) ‘maximal labeling’ to provide readings for
proof-nets with tensors (although not necessarily a version of the Correctness Criterion).
This would be a good place to reconsider the Correctness Criterion. Observe that tensors
have the capacity to ‘fork’ a dynamic path starting at a negative antecedent (of a positive
implication), but condition (b) of (26) requires that all of these forks be recombined before
the path goes through the positive consequent of that implication. It is also worth noting that
it is the introduction of the tensors that require that the dynamic path be constrained to be
acyclic (without forks, the requirement that every dynamic path go to the root is sufficient
to suppress cycles).
Tensors then don’t make any major problems to propositional/prefab glue and its reversed
directionality of σ. They do however inject more complexity into some of the formulations.
Therefore, proposals to eliminate them from meaning-constructors should certainly be taken
seriously. Nevertheless, even with tensors, the proofs still fit unproblematically into the rather
restrictive proof-net formulation; the fact that this seems to be Girard’s favorite format for
proofs should not, I think, be taken lightly.
11

But there are alternatives to this style of argument-structure, e.g, Asudeh (2001).
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3.3. Implicit Arguments and the Semantic Projection
Our last point concerns a major feature of this proposal, the elimination of the ‘semantic
projection’. In standard glue, this is an additional structural level beyond f-structure, but
distinct from the glue-proof, which is to serve as the structural type component of the atomic
formulas in the glue-proofs, rather than having the f-structures themselves fulfill that role,
as proposed here.
Although a well-worked out empirical motivation for this level doesn’t seem to appear in the
original literature, one can construct an intuitive-esthetic argument along the following lines,
based on the analysis of common nouns and their interactions with quantifiers. On the basis
that the standard semantic type for common nouns would be e→p, we would want their glue
types to be of the form Xe ( Yp , for some values of X and Y . Quantificational determiners
such as some and every should then apply to common nouns to produce quantified NPs of type
(Ze ( Hp ) ( Hp , so the determiners should be of type (Xe ( Yp ) ( (Ze ( Hp ) ( Hp .
Workable results will in fact be produced if the common noun and quantificational determiners
have uninstantiated glue-sides like this:
(40) CN : ↑e ( ↑p
QD : (↑e ( ↑p ) ( (↑e ( %Hp ) ( %Hp
But having so many different semantic transactions going on at the f-structure designated by
↑ is perhaps somewhat unsettling.12
One use of the semantic projection is to provide a place to put some non-syntactic attributes,
so that each atomic subformula of the constructors in (40) involve a different structural
location. Essentially following HPSG, the standard proposal has been to associate the common
noun e and p arguments with attributes VAR and RESTR. One could put these directly in the
f-structure, but they don’t have any independent role there, so it seems reasonable to put them
an another projection, the ‘semantic projection’ linked to f-structure by the correspondence
called ‘σ’, which is not fully equivalent to Kaplan’s original σ, because it doesn’t go from
f-structure to a representation of actual meaning, but only to an f-structure-like projection
that functions as a ‘staging area’ for the composition of the meaning.
The meaning-constructors for common-nouns and quantifiers would then look like this (similar
to Dalrymple (2001, p. 250), but not using a SPEC-value for the f-structure of NPs; note also
the omission of the semantic type information, which can be hard to integrate typographically
with the semantic projection specification):
(41) CN : ↑σ ( ↑σ
QD : ((↑σ VAR) ( (↑σ RESTR)) ( (↑σ ( %Hσ ) ( %Hσ
The intended f- and semantic structure for NPs is then like this:
(42)

12



SPEC Every


PRED ‘Muppet’

σ




[ ]


RESTR [ ]
VAR

And, it might be relevant that in the early days of glue, the easier and more intuitive formulations of the
Correctness Criterion appear to have either not existed, or not been widely known, so that it might not have
been so easy to be sure that constructors such as these would behave properly. The extra attributes introduced
below reduce the reliance on the Correctness Criterion to exclude bad proofs.
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But in spite of the intuitive motivation, a solid argument was lacking.
Asudeh (2005b) fills this gap with an argument based on the properties of relational nouns,
depending on the tensor analysis of bound anaphora introduced above, and also on his use
of ‘resource managers’ to allow resumptive pronouns, from Asudeh (2004).
The first major point is that the implicit arguments of relational nouns such as neighbor are
understood as if they introduced anaphors that can be bound by quantifiers:
(43) Every resident complained about a neighbor
But in languages that allow resumptive pronouns, relational nouns aren’t able to function as
if they introduced such pronouns, as illustrated by these examples from Swedish (Asudeh,
2005b, p.379):
(44) a. Varje förtsbo
som Maria vet
att hann arresterades försvann
Every suburbanite that Maria knows that he was-arrested vanished
Every suburbanite who Maria knows that he was arrested vanished
b. * Varje förtsbo
som Maria vet
att en granne arresterades försvann
Every suburbanite that Maria knows that a neighbor was-arrested vanished
Every suburbanite who Mary knows that one of his neighbors was arrested
vanished
This is a significant puzzle for binding theory, which Asudeh solves by locating the anaphoric
implicit argument of the relational noun on the semantic projection, where the resource
managers that he uses to allow resumptive pronouns can’t see it.
This provides an argument for the semantic projection, but we can neutralize it with our
present analysis by allowing the meaning-constructor for a relational noun to involve a piece
of f-structural material that isn’t linked into the rest of f-structure by any grammatical
function other than the ANT(ECEDENT) relation.
This is achieved by the following constructors and side-equation for a relational noun such
as neighbor:
(45) Neighbor : %He ( ↑e
λx.[x, x] : (%H ANT)e ( (%H ANT)e ⊗ %He
(%H ANT) = (GF∗ ↑)
%H will here construct a ‘free-floating’ piece of f-structure which bears no GF to the rest of
the syntactic structure (since no equation forces it to be identified with anything else), but is
connected to it by an ANT attribute. This allows the implicit argument of a relational noun
to be bound by a quantifier.
And it also prevents it from being visible to a ‘manager’ resource, which has a somewhat
formidable appearance, but merely picks up a pronoun that has a given antecedent, and
throws it away. The general form of a manager resource is:
(46) λP.λx.x : (Ae ( Ae ⊗ Pe ) ( Ae ( Ae
where A is supposed to be the f-structure (or semantic projection, if this is assumed) of the
antecedent, and P , that of the pronoun. The first argument on the glue-side is supposed
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to match the glue-side of a pronoun, but the meaning-side discards it. Then, basically just
to allow this subexpression be an argument, occupying a positive polarity position, we need
some more material to occupy a negative polarity position, and the identity axiom (Ae ( Ae )
is an obvious choice.
The full glue-side needs to specify the f-structure positions for A and P , which it does via
functional uncertainty and the ANT(ECEDENT) relation. In our approach, Asudeh’s version
(p. 430) would come out as:
(47) ((↑ GF+ ANT)e ( (↑ GF+ ANT)e ⊗ (↑ GF+ )e ) (
(↑ GF+ ANT)e ( (↑ GF+ ANT)e
Recall that this is one of the meaning-constructors for a relative-clause construction, and that
in successful derivations, GF+ will wind up instantiated to the GF-path of the relativized-on
NP (it would probably be good to restate this using a local name equated to (↑ GF+ )).
The anaphoric element introduced by a relational noun can’t be picked up by such a manager
for the same reason as in Asudeh’s analysis, that it doesn’t lie at (the semantic projection
of) the end of a GF+ path. Indeed, perhaps the account is a bit stronger in the present
version, since there wouldn’t be any possibility of hacking the path to introduce a hop onto
the semantic projection. But we won’t dwell on that possibility here, but simply claim to
have transferred Asudeh’s account into a glue framework with no semantic projection.
What, then, of the intuitive-esthetic argument? Which might able to be upgraded to more
than intuitive, since it might prove useful to have constraints limiting the number of different
things in the glue-structure that can σ-correspond to a given f-(sub)structure. An interesting
possibility is afforded by the ‘INDEX’ and ‘CONCORD’ for the f- structures of NPs, fairly
standard in the HPSG literature (Wechsler and Zlatić (2003) and other works), and also
used in some recent LFG (Wechsler (2004), King and Dalrymple (2004), Hahm and Wechsler
(2007)). Given that CONCORD seems to be associated more with NP-internal, and INDEX
more with NP-external agreement, the following meaning-constructors for common nouns
and quantificational determiners might be worth considering:
(48) CN : (↑ CONCORD)e ( ↑p
QD : ((↑ CONCORD)e ( ↑p ) ( ((↑ INDEX)e ( %Hp ) ( %Hp
A side effect of this proposal is that it ceases to be so clear that LFG needs two basic semantic
types.
Partee (2006) discusses the general issue of whether two basic types are needed for semantics,
and suggests that perhaps they are not. In LFG glue, on the other hand, it has been assumed
that two basic types are needed in order to block a potentially bad assembly for everyone
sleeps, discussed in Kokkonidis (2008, pg. 62), originally communicated by Mary Dalrymple:
(49) Everyone : (g 1 ( g 1 ) ( g2
Sleep : g 2 ( f
Here axiom-linking is represented by co-superscripting.
The distinction between entity and propositional types blocks this, by preventing the negative
antecedent from linking to the positive consequent in the 2nd-order argument of Everyone,
which would otherwise be legal. But the suggested localization of the positive antecedent at
a INDEX- or CONCORD-value rather than the f-structure of the whole NP would also serve
to block the bad reading.
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Regardless of how this turns out, in the apparent absence of further motivation for the standard semantic projection, for example in the form of demonstrations of distinctive patterns
of ‘spreading’ in the sense of Andrews and Manning (1999), it seems reasonable to dispense
with it.13
4

Conclusion

By reducing LFG’s glue-semantics to propositional linear logic, we have both allowed it to
connect in a simpler way to the other parts of the syntactic representation, and assimilated it
to a large body of pre-existing work in logic and mathematics. A further effect is to increase its
resemblance to certain other contemporary approaches to syntax, in particular, the variants
and descendants of Categorial Grammar, and the Minimalist Program.
Categorial Grammar and its variants and descendants (‘extended Categorial Grammar’, or
‘ECG’, one might call it) differ from LFG+glue in using a non-commutative logic extended
with modalities to describe the syntax. This logic is then mapped into a commutative implicational logic to describe semantic composition. By eliminating the universal quantifiers
from glue, we allow it to have the same kind of ‘semantic back end’ as ECG, and created a
kind of hybrid14 of techniques from Chomsky, Lambek and traditional grammar.15
An important goal of ECG is to uphold a rather stringent conception of ‘Direct Compositionality’ (Jacobson 1999, 2002, 2005), whereby the semantic interpretation of an expression
is to be constructed directly by the syntactic rules that build it. LFG can be argued to obey
direct compositionality from c-structure to f-structure (Asudeh, 2006), but it seems to me
that the final step to the glue proof is not in accord with the spirit of DC, even if one managed
to uphold some kind of technical conformity, perhaps on the basis that you can compile a
proof-net into a combinator, if you want to. The issue lies in the treatment of NL quantifiers
using either iofu or linear quantification to instantantiate their f-structure variables, which
is described here in connection with example (9) as ‘yet another way to implement Cooper
Storage’. The intent is clearly to think in terms of a long-distance relationship between the
NP and some dominating constituent, rather than in terms of combinators or type shifting
operations applying directly to the intervening material. And although one might chose to
say that the glue-proof isn’t actually part of the syntax, there in fact appear to be too many
interesting connections (Crouch and van Genabith (1999), Fry (1999), Asudeh and Crouch
(2002), Andrews (2007c)) for this to be sustainable.
This might be counted as a point against the approach, but, on the other hand, LFG has been
developed in confrontation with what has by now become a rather long list of what might
be called ‘big descriptive problems from exotic languages’. Such as case-marking, agreement
and grammatical relations in Icelandic (Andrews (1982), Andrews (1990)), case-marking,
agreement and grammatical relations in Warlpiri and other Australian languages (Simpson
(1983), Simpson and Bresnan (1983), Simpson (1991), Nordlinger (1998)), phrase-structure
and grammatical relations in Tagalog (Kroeger, 1993), the typology and analysis of syntactic
13
There is a further problem with the traditional semantic projection, communicated to me by Miltiadis
Kokkonidis, originally from Mary Dalrymple, to the effect that, as noted by some presently unknown person,
since the objects on this projection are mostly empty, they will all wind up being identified as the same object,
under the standard set-theoretical interpretation of feature-structures in LFG. This problem can be avoided
by using the graph-theoretical interpretation of Kuhn (2003) instead.
14
Technically, I suppose, a chimera.
15
But note that this view cannot extend to Lambek’s more recent framework of ‘pregroup grammars’ (e.g.
Lambek (2008) and many other works), for the reason that their syntax is a kind of ‘compact’ monoidal
category, in the commutative versions of which, at least, it is hard to see how to represent arguments of higher
types, essential to many glue analyses.
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ergativity (Manning, 1996), ‘case-stacking’ in Australian languages and apparently related
phenomena (Andrews (1996), Nordlinger (1998), Nordlinger and Sadler (2004)), and more.
ECG seems so far to have not been as extensively tested against a typologically diverse range
of languages. The difference in typological coverage creates a difficulty for making a fair
empirical comparison.
On the other hand, it is reasonable to claim that LFG+glue is variable-free, due to the fact
that what it uses to fill the role of variables are well-understood graph-theoretical structures
(the links from negative atomic antecedents to positive ones) rather than having an apparatus
of type-identity between scattered tokens, definitions of α-equivalence, etc. This is reflected in
the fact that, if you want to, you can specify a model-theoretic interpretation as a categorytheoretic functor, via the interpretation of a glue-proof as an arrow in an SMCC (see Troelstra
(1992) for details; this is essentially the same thing as re-rendering the proof as a combinator,
or in a Hilbert system for BCI, possibly with fusion). But the best treatment of pronouns
remains unclear (for everybody, it seems to me).
Connecting glue to the Minimalist Program seems like a longer stretch, but there is a
connection, noted by Andrews (2007a), in that the assembly of meaning-constructors is
highly comparable to organizing a computation from a Numeration. One can, in fact, pull
a collection of meaning-constructors from the lexicon (equivalent to forming a Numeration),
decide how to hook up their atomic formulas (similar if not fully equivalent to applying
external and internal merge), and run LFG in generation mode to find a c- and f-structure
combination that produces the resulting glue-structure (comparable to sending it off to the
Perceptual-Articulatory Interface, with no guarantee that it won’t crash).
A possibly useful fact is that the free assembly of meaning-constructors is simply an application of Carew Meredith’s rule of Condensed Detachment (Substitution and Modus Ponens
combined into one step, in a Hilbert axiomatization), which is occasionally studied in the logic
literature (Hindley and Meredith (1990), Hindley (1993)). Regular LFG meaning-assembly,
construed as applying to the output of a parser, where instantiated constructors have their
atomic nodes connected by axiom-links subject to the Correctness Criterion, can be viewed as
a constrained version of CD, where the f-structure and semantic types limit what substutions
can be made. The version of OT-LFG proposed in Andrews (2007a) shares with the MP the
property that it uses an unconstrained version of CD, which is then filtered by interfaces.
A more tangible kind of increased resemblance comes from the fact that with the glue-proofs,
LFG acquires something that can be treated as a binary-branching level of structure that with
overall topographical similarity to what is assumed in the MP (and there are possibilities for
setting up counterparts to some of the more detailed machinery, such as vP and little v, if that
should seem motivated). Unlike the situation with ECG, there are MP treatments of most of
the major descriptive problems considered in LFG, although they differ considerably in the
degree of formal explicitness and exact version of the MP employed. Furthermore, the MP
has its own descriptive topics that the LFG community has not yet paid much attention to.
But anything that the similarities between frameworks might help to identify the significance
of the remaining differences.
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